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• Gerhardus Mercator, 1569
• Prior: projections derived from Ptolemy’s 
(100-170 AD) latitude and longitude grid, 
each degree was same size, difficult for 
navigators and explorers to use because 
it required a compass bearing constantly 
be recalculated as they moved
• Mercator: preserved the 90° angles 
between the latitude and longitude 
lines, but lines of latitude are streched
away from each other as they move 
north and south of the Equator
• Imperialist? 4
History of GIS – Mercator Projections 
• Navigators follow a 
single compass bearing 
resulting in a straight 
line on a flat map
• A rhumb line cuts all 
meridians (longitude) at 
the same angle in the 
Mercator projection
• More relevant to today:  
a 90° turn on a street 
map is a 90° turn in real 
life





• In summary: navigation, 
both global and local!
• You’re using GIS (least cost 
path) for your day-to-day 
travels
History of GIS – Mercator Projections for Navigation (still today!) 
• It is important to note that 
there were many other efforts 
going on at the same time as 
Mercator (and before)
• One example: Indigenous 
mapmakers from the late 1500s 
in Latin America and Mexico 
demonstrated a very different 
sense of space than maps 
drawn by Europeans – not  
drawn to scale; instead, they're 
deeply utilitarian
• When you give someone 
directions…do you say go N?
• Other recent efforts:
https://native-land.ca/
Lənape Haki-nk (Lenni-Lenape)
History of GIS – Traditional Ecological Knowledge (more than just white men)
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https://www.npr.org/2019/08/23/753114640/440-years-old-and-filled-with-footprints-these-arent-your-everyday-maps
• rivers running straight, with tiny arrows in 
the middle, indicating which way they flow
• pathways curve like snakes, with footprints 
or hoofprints indicating whether the paths 
can be walked or ridden
• the sun on each side, orienting the traveler 
with the fireball arcing east to west
watercolor map of Culhuacán, 1580
watercolor map of Tetliztaca, 1581
History of GIS – Spatial Analysis and Epidemiology 
• Cartography – the science/art of making maps –
where are things?
• Spatial Analysis – why are things where they are?
• John Snow’s observations of cholera deaths in 
central London in 1854 is regarded as the first 
instance of “clustering” analysis and 
investigation of spatial patterns in observations
History of GIS – When did this term first come about?
• Canada Land Inventory was the first use 
of “geo-information system” in 1967
• Information was geographic, but 
largely tabular (think, Excel)
• Automated mapping and statistics to aid 
in land management plans for large areas 
of rural Canada
• Roger Tomlinson has been called “the 
father of GIS” 
History of GIS – The 60s and 70s
1969 
ESRI (Environmental Systems Research Institute) founded by Laura and Jack 
Dangermond as a consulting firm that applied computer mapping and spatial 
analysis to help land use planners and resource managers make decisions.
Design With Nature Ian McHarg demonstrated his approach by overlaying 
transparency maps, each of which reflected social values placed on different 
environmental factors. The composite map showed where development was 
more suitable given the set of values placed on each factor.
1974
The 1st international 
conference on Automated 
Cartography, The American 
Cartographer journal started 
1970s
Launch of many satellites
What is GIS? – Some definitions
• The development and use of theories, methods, technology, and data for 
understanding geographic processes, relationships, and patterns (Mark, 2003)
• A computer-assisted system for the acquisition, storage, analysis and display of 
geographic data (Eastman, 2006).
• Eastman is the creator of Idrisi (now Terrset) software
• A system for the collection, organization, maintenance, analysis, and output of 
spatially-referenced information (Bolstad, 2005).
• A database that is designed to work with spatial data. To answer a question where 
location plays a critical role. The analysis and display of spatial relationships.
• In summary: gather, analyze and display! 
What is GIS? – What does the ‘S’ stand for?
• Geographic Information System(s) – GIS 
• Using GIS as a tool to answer a spatial question
• E.g. I use GIS to answer questions about glaciers
• Mostly how we will define GIS
• Geographic Information Science – GIScience
• Actual development of GIS tools, softwares, math etc.
• “Tools” may make more sense when we get into ArcMap…for example, the actual 
code and math development behind the button a GISystems user would click
• Geographic Information Studies – GIStudies
• The study of which humans and how humans (like you and I!) use GIS
• “Critical” GIS is a developing field which reflects on who has access to GIS 
networks and, in turn, who creates the GI “knowledge” we deem as useful
• Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK)
GIS Data Models
• Every GIS represents a simplified view of real-world 
physical features (processes, phenomena, surfaces)
• An abstraction of reality, or a model
• Only a subset of essential characteristics are 
recorded about a location 
• In GIS, we breakdown reality as different thematic layers
– the different features which are spatially coincident
• Not only can we not record every “layer” happening 
somewhere, we can’t record every detail about each 
of those layers individually
• So we can ask ourselves, what do we need to know 
about this place or these features, in order to represent 
it as a GIS data model and answer our spatial question? 
• Once we know the real world 
features we are interested in 
mapping, there are two models by 
which we can represent them:
• Vector – discrete features that 
approximate real-world shapes –
points (0D), lines (1D) and 
polygons (2D)
• E.g. tree, road, building
• Raster – continuous coverage of 
an area by an array of grid cells –
an image where each cell (pixel) 
covers an area of Earth’s surface 
and gets a single value
• E.g. elevation, soil, spectra
GIS Data Models – Vector and Raster
14
• Is vector or raster better? Depends!
• How can the same real-world feature be 
represented by the different models?
• Things to think about when choosing model:
• Scale – think about “zooming” in and out
• Vector example: when you are 
looking at the whole US, cities are 
points. Looking just at NJ, cities may 
be polygons.
• Raster example: different satellites 
have different resolutions – or the 
size of the grid cell covers different 
sized areas on Earth surface. (Mixed 
pixel problem)
• Purpose of map/utility
• Are you using your map for 
navigation?
GIS Data Models – Vector and Raster
15
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• SCALE is a RATIO
• Large Scale  = Large Ratio     
• Small Scale = Small Ratio
• Smaller scale maps (small ratio)
• Cover more area in less detail
• A large denominator gives a small fraction
• Large scale maps (large ratio)
• Cover less area in more detail
• A  small denominator gives a large fraction
• What does this mean for our feature 
representation? How does scale impact whether 
the same feature is represented by either a point 
or polygon? Pixel size? How much abstracting are 












Extent of features and Scale 
GIS Data Models – Where and What?
Whether vector or raster, we need to know at least two things about our features:
• Coordinates are used to define the spatial location and extent of the features of 
interest (where). They are often given as a pair or triplet of numbers that specify a 
locations in relation to a point of origin (center of the Earth). 
• Attributes are the non-spatial characteristics of interest of the feature (what). Each 
layer can have many attributes
For example, to make a vector map of US cities:
• (lat, long) – where the cities are
• population, name – attributes we may want to represent our cities by in order to 
compare them to each other, or uniquely identify them
For example, to make a raster map of elevation:
• (x, y) – where the “image” is tied to the real Earth




Only accurate at single 
point of contact
Only accurate along one 
or two standard parallels 
Only accurate along 
the one or two 
standard parallels
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How do we get a round Earth 
onto a flat map surface? 
• Imagine a lightbulb inside a 
globe, where all the borders 
of the landmasses are 
projected out onto a 
hypothetical piece of paper 
which is wrapped around or 
touching the globe along a 
particular line(s) or at a point
• Distortion of features 
increases as you move away 
from the point or line(s) of 
contact
Where – Projections and Coordinate Systems
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kIID5FDi2JQ
• We can’t represent the round 3D Earth on a 2D flat surface (like a 
paper map or a computer screen) without distortion!!!
• Tissot’s indicatrix – or circles placed at grid intersections on a 
globe – helps us imagine how the shape of underlying 
landmasses are distorted when we project the globe onto 
our hypothetical piece of paper
• Which “piece of paper” and where it touches allows us to choose 
what properties of our map are important for us to maintain – or 
what properties are OK if they are distorted depending on where 
and what we are interested in mapping
Major Properties:
• Area – Equal Area
• Shape - Conformal
Minor properties
• Distance - Equidistant
• Direction – Azimuthal 22
Where – Projections and Coordinate Systems
• The favorite (or at least most common): 
back to our friend Mercator is cylindrical 
• The Tissot circles are all circles (shape is maintained), but they 
get larger as you move closer towards the poles, or as you move 
further from the Equator (0°) single standard parallel of contact 
– if a projection preserves shape, then it distorts area
• Rhumb lines cut all meridians at the same angle (not to be 
confused with the shortest path, but rather the easiest…)
• Practical use: Navigation!
• Not for use: calculating area changes in features
23
Where – Projections and Coordinate Systems
https://geoawesomeness.com/all-map-projections-in-compared-and-visualized/
There is no best projection and there are so many!
https://map-projections.net/imglist.php
https://www.jasondavies.com/maps/
Depends on where and what property of that 
location you are interested in mapping
24
Where – Projections and Coordinate Systems
• Attributes are the non-spatial characteristics of 
interest of an object or feature (what). Each layer 
can have many attributes
• Different types of attributes can be symbolized in 
different ways:
• Qualitative
• Nominal – names, zip codes
• Unique value/symbol maps
• Ordinal – rank that doesn’t necessarily imply 
measurable quantity; low, medium, high
• Unique value maps; classified maps, 
graduated colors/symbols
• Quantitative
• Interval – zero doesn’t imply absence 
• Ratio – zero represents absence of the thing
• Classified maps, graduated 
colors/symbols, dot density







•Looks for natural highs/lows and clustering in the histogram of 
observation frequency, difference (range) between max and min values 
of each class range is varied
•Equal Interval
•Each range of x-values between breaks in your histogram is equally 
spaced, or the max-min (range) of each class is the same amount
•Defined Interval
•The user sets a specific desired difference (range) between the max 
and min for each class and it is then the same for each class.
•Quantile
•There are the same number of observations (sum of y values in 
histogram) within each class range, difference (range) between max and 
min of each class is varied
•Not only how the ranges are calculated, but also how many classes matters
What – Classification
Questions so far?
While I can’t say this is everything you need to make a (good) map, these 
are some very broad basics you should consider:
• Data Models – vector and raster
• Scale – “zoom”, choice of feature representation
• Projections – distortion; shape, area, direction, distance
• Symbology – qualitative and quantitative attributes; colors/shapes
• Classification – number of classes and ranges of values for 
colors/shapes
• If we have the ability to choose all of these all of these things…then we 
map-makers are trusted with making the “best” choices for the story 
our map is trying to tell, or the research questions our map is trying to 
answer.
• But if we think back to GIStudies…then these aspects of maps can 
also potentially be manipulated to tell different stories…




• Where is the water?
31
• Symbol psychology! Can you imagine 
a temperature map where cooler 
temperatures were red??
32https://londonist.com/london/transport/5-big-lies-on-the-tube-map
• Utility vs. accuracy?
• Not unlike TEK…
33
• What types of attributes are these? 
Nominal, ordinal, interval, ratio?
34
• 4 different qualitative ordinal 
(ranked) attributes combined 
to tell a very interesting story 
and show a spatial pattern
35http://onlinemaps.blogspot.com/2012/12/the-world-divided-1941.html
• What do we think about the 
projection? Does anyone know 
what kind it is?
• What do we think about the 
color choice?
36http://onlinemaps.blogspot.com/2012/12/the-world-divided-1941.html
• Polar Azimuthal Equidistant
• Shape and area are distorted as 
you move away from the center 
point, only accurate at NP
• Russia as black
37
• Look COVID cases improved! 
Oh wait…What do you see is 
the problem? 
• How could you fix it?
• …was this intentional?
38
• Time series issues…
• Not only the type of breaks – e.g. Natural, 
Quantile, Equal Interval… (maths)
• But also how many classes or breaks  - e.g. 
5 (default), ~9 max
• How do you plan or fix your classes when 
your maps are changing? There’s no way 
they could have known the later 
maximum at the time of the first map… 
what could they have done instead?
• At least it is normalized (per 100K)…more 
on that next…
• Let’s keep up with the COVID examples…
39
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
This map dashboard was the first developed and vital to tracking the spread of COVID – last spring my classes 
updated at the start and end of class and saw numbers grow hour by hour
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2020/03/30/822491838/coronavirus-world-map-tracking-the-spread-of-
the-outbreak
Here we can see the difference the stories the maps tell whether we are showing total cases or cases per 100K people
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2020/09/01/816707182/map-tracking-the-spread-of-the-coronavirus-in-
the-u-s
Is this a map? The polygons helps it not seem like bigger states are doing worse solely because they take up more 
space on the map. Data are normalized by population. 
https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/b9d7b073400c4c18950469ef79efe98a?adumkts=social&utm_source=social&ad
uc=social&adum=external&aduca=social_trends&adusf=instagram&adut=987ce827-9ff3-427e-add7-b9fce730eb83
Recent award-winning COVID storymap
• Modifiable Area Unit Problem – if data are 
summarized by arbitrary area units or if area 
of a feature makes it present differently
• Of course Texas has more farms – it has more 
space for farms to being with!
• Of course California has more vacant homes 
– it has more homes to begin with!
• Normalized data – divide by a common 
variable to make totals comparable (usually 
end up with a percent, per unit area, etc.)
• state area
• number of housing units/farms
• total population
• Of course LA and NYC have more COVID 
cases – they have more people to get COVID!




• Land doesn’t vote, people do…





• How are we doing…?
Questions?
Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any interest in GIS, GIS 
classes at Rowan, or anything else you may have seen today!
yorka@rowan.edu
